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5. Conclusion 

 

Oval all, this paper consist of 4 main chapters each discuss different aspect of the 

Taiwan public listed networking equipment manufacturing industry. Review from the 

beginning, the networking product introduction is probably the first paper that has a 

classification and thorough explanation of almost every type of equipment in the 

market. I also took this opportunity to survey the originality of the product my 

company sold for years. The end of chapter summary has a chart summarize the 

product based on it’s function and application for easier understanding. The rest of the 

3 sub chapters discuss the product applications in the home and office environment. 

Indeed the application of networking product is not limited to home and office but 

everywhere in our surrounding, the two examples are the most typical found. The end 

of the chapters leaves some imaginations for the future of networking application. It is 

because the future is unknown, and it leaves so many possibilities. That makes me 

believe this industry will continue to strive for many years.  

 

After the product introduction, the second chapter moves to the key element of the 

topic of this paper. First sub chapter I conduct a survey of the geographical 

distribution of the networking equipment manufacturer in China. A chart is being used 

to identify the locations of offices, facilities. The result is most head quarters are 

located in either Hsinchu or Taipei in Taiwan. The manufacturing facilities are mainly 

in Donguan and Suzhou surrounding area in China. For those manufacturers who also 

sell product under their own brand, international offices are readily being set up in 

many countries. The second and third chapter discusses the electronic manufacturing 
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service of the networking company and the branding company’s working procedure. It 

aims to understand the work flow from the component to finish product and the 

working relation of most typical business model OEM/ODM with branding company.  

 

The third chapter is to study the development bottleneck for the Taiwan networking 

industry. I look into the challenge by breaking down the chapter into macro and micro 

challenge. With micro challenges, further breaks down to internal and external factor. 

The macro challenges I believe is the world’s digital divide between the richer and 

poorer market. The poorer countries without the capital investment on the telecom 

infrastructures, it will never be a market for the ChaiWan’s networking product. 

Speaking of the key micro factor, after all politic plays a great role in it. Study reveals 

even after President Ma’s open policy toward China. Internally, Taiwan puts heavy 

screening process on the outward investment to mainland China, comparing to other 

countries with less control. But business has their way of working around. It’s why we 

see many outward investments are in the Virgin Island or Bermuda. Externally, this 

paper discusses two important new law recently implemented in China. They are 

employment contract law and corporate income tax law. These two parts I had 

reviewed many online journals which study the law very thoroughly and point out the 

consequence on business operation in China article by article. However in my 

perspective except the raise of corporate income tax rate to be equal with domestic 

enterprise shows immediate effect on the business. I personally don’t find both laws 

have treated the investor unequally. And I think the government of China is just want 

to place employee and employer, domestic and foreign enterprise all on a more equal 

base. Since China is not the China when it just began it’s reform and open policy. 
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The final chapter discusses the rising competition of Chinese own networking 

equipment manufacturers. I had asked managers who is more experienced in this 

business for the 3 emerging competitors. Their geographical location, business 

development or product lineup are similar to Taiwan networking equipment 

manufacturers. The only difference is the success networking manufacturers from 

Taiwan has an earlier startup, mostly in the late 80’s or early 90’s. However I don’t see 

competition as competition. ChaiWan a recently invented word by Korean scholar 

gives me a different point of view. The invention of this term is caused by the market 

penetration of Taiwan’s LCD panel is exceeding the Korean’s. No matter this is due to 

recent China’s policy is in favor of Taiwan business or simply the business strategy 

works. This leads me to the cooperation of cross strait instead of competition. Great 

portion of the paper discuss the manufacturing, purposely omit the higher section on 

the supply chain for example the chipset making and design. They are important to 

the networking industry but not so relevant to the manufacturers’ business model. 

Above the chipset, I had seen a more potential field for the Chinese in China, Taiwan 

or oversea, that is the Chinese owned standard. Now it is dominated by the foreign 

government and business. As quoted from the Prof. 許獻聰 in his WiMax class, in 

the near future, we can expect to see the international standards are being drafted in 

Chinese rather than English.  

 

The end of final chapter, I used a marketing SWOT analysis on the networking 

manufacturing industry. A smile curve metaphor is used to recommend the direction 

this industry should move to. These tools are learned in my previous degree. I used it 

at the end of this paper. It is a way to symbol the years of studying and working life, 

by concluding so has now came to an end. 


